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Schools in Sweden

One of the biggest differences between education in the UK and 

Sweden is that children do not start school until the August of the 

year they turn seven. They are offered a pre-school year at their 

school, the year before they start which is now compulsory. They get 

to spend around three hours getting to know each other and getting 

used to the school environment. They also do some introductory 

work on letters and numbers.

The academic year begins in mid-August through to early June. 

Children have around 9 weeks holiday in the summer, 2 weeks at 

Christmas, 1 week at Easter, 1 week for autumn half term and 1 

week for winter break.

Schools are relaxed in Sweden. There is no uniform and most 

children dress casually. No shoes are worn in the buildings only 

socks. This created a quiet and calm experience when walking 

through the corridors. The neutral walls and natural wood frames for 

any display work (all at child height) added to the calmness and really 

made you really pay attention to their work. This is a far cry from what 

you see in schools in the UK where displays are bright and over 

stimulating and often displayed at adult height certainly not for the 

intended audience.
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Children call adults by their forenames and discipline is quite lax. 

Instead of calling them classes/rooms they are called study 

groups. There are two classes per year with around 20 children in 

each, study groups work closely with each other and children can 

go to either adult they feel more connected to for a particular 

lesson. There are no teaching assistants, older children are the 

assistants for support. Extra adults are employed for children with 

SEN or behaviour needs. The school day is also very short. It 

varies slightly depending on children’s school year and the day of 

the week. A typical school day begins around 8:10am and finishes 

around 1:40 pm. Almost all children go to the onsite after-school 

club which costs £85 p/m.

Everyone gets a school dinner at no additional cost. There’s a 

different dish each day, usually some sort of meat, fish or chicken 

with potatoes, pasta or rice and a salad bar. No puddings! All 

children (even those as young as two) serve themselves food and 

clean away their plates, cutlery and glasses when they have 

finished. All teachers sit in the dinner hall for 20 minutes with the 

children. Lunch times are staggered over a two hour period and 

the dinner hall is just that: a place to eat. It is not used for 

anything else. 
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Unlike in the UK there aren’t many opportunities for parents to get 

involved in school life. There are no school plays, nativities or 

fetes. Communication with parents is weekly through the school 

news website. Children travel to school and back on the school 

bus unless they are in day care.

Schools in Sweden have Psychologists in once a week and a 

school counsellor is on site. ‘Special teachers’ (in the UK they 

would be called pastoral/support workers) are always available to 

the children. Children are encouraged to work through any 

disagreements with each other, if they can’t manage this then they 

would go to one of the special teachers to help them.

Children spend a lot of their time outdoors in the natural 

environment, no matter what the weather, there is no such thing 

as ‘wet break’. All children bring a spare change of clothes and 

footwear for this reason. Schools have adventure playgrounds 

enabling children the important ability to create, change and 

imprint. Children can play freely, learning important skills for 

communication and develop opportunities to care and take 

responsibility for themselves and their environment. 
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In nature’s green spaces with trees, bushes and plants children 

have easy access to props for both their role-play and their 

construction play. Children access ‘their school’ freely. If they need 

to use the toilet or speak with a teacher they do not have to ask 

permission to enter.

Teaching is a highly valued profession in Sweden. Full time 

teachers work 30/40 hours per week, this would include meetings 

and planning time. Staff rooms are neutral with lots of natural 

light. There is no clutter and no schoolwork on display. (Separate 

office space for planning and marking). Teachers make sure they 

take 10 minutes in the day to stop and have a break they call this 

‘Fikka’ which means to slow down have a coffee and to just enjoy 

the moment. Staff rooms were well stocked with fresh fruit, no 

signs of biscuits! One particular example of how staff take care of 

each other’s wellbeing is called ‘secret friend’. Each week the 

adults pick out a colleagues name from a pot and all that week 

they have to go out of their way to show kindness to that person. 

Make them a coffee, compliment them, buy them a small gift, 

check up on them if you haven’t seen them all day etc.
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Pre-school is available to those parents who work and this 

begins from the age of two. It is now compulsory for children in 

Sweden to do a year of pre-school before they begin in primary 

education.

Secondary school is not compulsory, however most children do 

fulfil secondary education to be able to get good jobs in the future.
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Spekerodskolan School

• Entrance to school – all shoes taken off and 
exchanged for slippers/sliders 

• Welcome everyone with Hugs
• School appearance – calm and cool, minimum 

on walls
• 25 teaching staff – No TA, use older chn to support
• Teaching hours  8-1ish (depends on planning time)

Whole school planning 
• Teachers plan together – strong support system

Have OWN ROOMS per year group to plan in!
• Children address teachers with first name
• Parent evening – one per term (rarely see fathers)
• 98% children arrive by bus / local chn walk
• Contact parents via e-mail system / school website
• Pictorial signs / welcome children into class
• Councillor 3-4 days pw / psychologist on site x1 pw
• Staff secret friend – simple and fun like sticking

hearts on pigeon hole / once a week
• This is also extended to chn in class – sharing kind 
• thoughts/gestures
• Immaculate staff room
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• 98% children arrive by bus / local chn walk
• Contact parents via e-mail system / school 

website
• Pictorial signs / welcome children into class
• Councillor 3-4 days pw / physiologist on site x1 

per week
• Staff secret friend – simple and fun like sticking

hearts on pigeon hole / once a week
• This is also extended to chn in class – sharing 

kind thoughts/gestures
• No assemblies/talent shows or events
• Chn start week of with a ‘goal of the week’ 

(they choose independently) which they share 
in a no displays white walled room – gives 
children clear thinking time / not over 
stimulated

• Share some events mainly Christmas, recycling, 
sponsor, charity fairs on Facebook.

• Outside in all weathers – chn always bring 
appropriate wear – installed drying room 
available

• Sound bells are different tones to notify chn of 
break times throughout the day



• Good quality and well stocked learning 
environment rooms for lessons such as
ART, DT, Science etc

• No marking/assessments teachers know 
children well enough – Just have a tracking 
system that they colour to show child has
completed – No pressures

• Compared nationally
• Children/teachers move freely between year 

groups, supporting each other well.  If child 
difficult just move between the classes

• Children able to use corridors as extra / quiet 
learning time/noise levels (trusted to use alone)

• EVERYONE has a HANDS ON approach
• Lunchtimes:      * Children serve themselves

* Staff eat with children not
with other staff members

* Chairs hook onto tables ready
for cleaning after use

* Staggered breaks
* chn tidy away after 
* themselves – dinner hall left 

immaculate
• Children always self independent trusted
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Photos across school
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Forest School Whole School Activity General Observations

• Whole school activity, led in year groups
• Smaller children cycled by adult to Forest in trike 

carry trikes 
• 5 & 6 year olds x2adults with groups of 9/10 chn
• Adults walking head, chn just follow some wonder 

but soon catch up (not too much concern to rush 
ahead)

• After approx. 15 meters adult led activities for chn to 
complete a range of tasks 

• Not just woodland themed by varied, including 
topics such as history, maths, problem solving, 
drama, dance, phonics, science, recycling

• Chn able to throw apple core into woods
• Chn able to use outdoor as toilet area, rather than 

run back to class (adult assisted in trees)
• Chn able to explore independently pick up sticks

Mark making, stone collecting, picking flowers, sport
• Witnessed a child falling off a small cliff edged rock 

(10ft) grazed legs – relaxed adults and other chn
supported him back up cliff face dusted him off and 
carried on exploring!! No First Aid administered (as 
child seemed ok)
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• Although activities adult led chn were able to problem 
solve all activities without teacher intervening/child 
led – supported each other

• Chn were able to;  Communicate, take turns,
resolve issues, be resilient, didn’t need constant/any
praise, chn chose to take part or not

• Chn accessed pack lunches for drinks and snacks 
without being prompted.

• Whole school picnic in woods teachers & Chn together
• Hot Dog stand and refreshments – no sugar or 

chocolate seen anywhere!
• Generally the feel was one of sheer relaxing enjoyment 

and calmness.
• Children inclusive / peer support hugely supported
• GET MESSY, sit on the mud, make mud piles, flick a 

stick – Imagination creates – Drama, design, maths etc

Be at one with Nature

Firstly we must become much more skilled at 

exploring the possibilities of recreating the 

individuality and endless variations of nature, 

in terms of topography, planting and green 

spaces, use of stones and natural materials.
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Sports College                      

Brief Look around this College

• 1400 children / 160 teachers
• ALL children spoke English
• Mechanics – get an automatic internship/apprenticeship 
• Welding – after qualifying children automatically get an apprenticeship

& Obtain a licence to use all over the world
• General hours 8.35 – 3/4pm
• Carpenters – qualify after 3 years



Secondary School                           • A compulsory school
• No Books all chn allocated a Chrome computer/laptop
• Chn made a in-school TV programme – re-enacted 

Stone Age/Nordic and published it in school
• Playtimes Freedom to roam – children have an 

understanding to come when called
• Limited boundary fence /public free to walk in woods 

behind school where children play.  No strong 
boundary fence at all 

• Bus Culture/service is awesome very positive and 
friendly to all adults/visitors/children
Chn use bus service independently from the age of 7

• Few staff maintaining playground duties
• Teachers grading results are trusted – coloured in on 

chart – to avoid long marking schemes – see pic.
• Teachers work 35hrs per week in total, with 10hrs trust 

time, 20 hours teaching other hours marking, planning, 
resources (obviously changes as per contract)

• Lead teachers start planning on Sunday 6pm – paid
• Union Rep responsible for: Working Hours – wellbeing

looking after                         Staff Morale
Supply cover
working hours
mentorship 
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Secondary School                           
Supply cover
counselling
Grading / discipline (rare)

• Wellbeing amongst staff as a priority
• Sweden was the first country to ban smacking/hitting
• Don’t get enough teachers like here in UK
• Absolutely NO SHOUTING
• Outdoor area full of concrete skate park, painted 

interactive gamed floor, basketball courts, climbing frames
• Swing chairs, undercover huts, swings.
• Children have had accidents – no one been sued!
• Staff eat with children/own breaks also
• FIKA celebrated 
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Secondary School                           
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Kirkkernoroms Pre-School  

A Typical Day
• 6.15                School Opens
• 7.30-8.30       Breakfast is served
• 8.30-9.00       The teachers have a small FIKA (10mins)
• 9.00-10.00     Younger children   educational activity
• 9.00-11.00     Older children educational activity
• 10.30-12.45   Lunch is served – children serve themselves
• 11.00-13.30  Younger children have a sleep (outside)

Older children rest, read and play

• 14.00-15.00   Snacks are served (sandwich)
• 15.00-18.00   Educational activities – playing, reading 

and many more different things
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• This school is three years old
• 8 classrooms
• 28 teachers – 140 children

younger children – 15 to a class
older children – 22 to a class

• Rota basis to open up school
• Chefs provide daily fresh meals – No sugar

Healthy salads, vegetables only – no puddings
• Everything that’s learnt indoors is reflected and learn 

outside
• Children have a nap outside/inside
• Between 2-5pm parents collect children drop off 

between 6-10am
• Staff well being – training, relaxing spring breaks

regular social events
• No assessments – teachers “Just know children”
• School report once a year –
• Meet with parents once termly (mainly mothers)
• No fuss drop off/pick ups 
• Teachers planning rooms / quiet time essential
• Children freedom to roam in between classrooms
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Focus Areas
• Sustainable development
• Systematic quality work 

(reflect/evaluate)
• Collegial learning
• Language development
• Outdoor education
• Interaction/empathy/equality

THEY WORK AGAINST 
STEROTYPICAL NORMS!
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• This school is three years old
• 8 classrooms
• 28 teachers – 140 children

younger children – 15 to a class
older children – 22 to a class

• Rota basis to open up school
• Chefs provide daily fresh meals – No sugar

Healthy salads, vegetables only – no puddings
• Everything that’s learnt indoors is reflected and learn 

outside
• Children have a nap outside/inside
• Between 2-5pm parents collect children drop off 

between 6-10am
• Staff well being – training, relaxing spring breaks

regular social events
• No assessments – teachers “Just know children”
• School report once a year –
• Meet with parents once termly (mainly mothers)
• No fuss drop off/pick ups 
• Teachers planning rooms / quiet time essential
• Children freedom to roam in between classrooms
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X    NO SUGAR    X
Promote healthy eating

(inc. candy reward treats)

Themed planning for a year

Outdoor/indoor shoes to limit noise
and keeps school clean.

Children sweep up own spills/dustpan brush 

More independence at lunchtimes – self reliance 
sense of pride/respect for their equipment/school belongings

Self service / scraping away / recycling of food/plastics 
some support behind kitchen

STAFF EAT WITH CHILDREN
Rotas for all staff re: playtimes/breaks 

Consistency of the same teacher
for 3 years

Greeting options for all children to 
choose to say to teacher as they enter to class

(hit Board) Eg smile, hug, high 5, 
handshake

Gain experiences of other schools teachings and 
having the opportunity to observe , steal ideas and see 
If we can share ideas about how to be better and improve
all the time.  Both Teachers and TA’s to move across the NPAT

Secret Friend

Free Time

Children share their learning experiences 
with other children mixing up abilities -
child self led confidence and proudness 

Shelters outside for children to
read, colour, sit and share stories 

Promotes sharing home life at school
Multisensory floors,

FIKA for staff and children
maybe PM sessions

Fun themes 
Childs interest

(what do they want to learn?



We would like to thank you for giving us the opportunity to experience what life is 
like as a teacher/child in Sweden, observe, evaluate, summarise and put into 

perspective what we have experienced and share that with you today.  We will 
hopefully integrate some practices we have observed. It was a truly amazing chance 

to see how another culture embrace teaching and wellbeing.                      

Rachel and Helen from Lings Primary

and the Erasmus team


